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way to sell your rare coins or

currency.
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the experience to obtain max-
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Kagin's 50 years'

personal exper-

ience, the professional expertise

of Dr. Donald H. Kagin, the first
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the specialized knowledge of the
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sional numismatists in

the world.
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consignment and
immediate pre-

grading and evalua-

tion before any

contracts are signed. Kagin's
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enhance the
competitive auc-

tion bidding spirit

so necessary to a

successful sale. The dramatic auc-

tion catalog individually presents

your material and is distributed to

our established mailing list of

active bidders,

compiled over
decades and built

by confidence in

Kagin's.

A consignment to Kagin's auc-

tions is your assurance of top

prices for your collection. Look
for our numismatic professionals

at national and regional conven-

tions, or call toll free to

discuss your consign-

ment with a Kagin's

professional.
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John Cain

I was privileged early in November
to represent the Central States Numis-

matic Society at the National Silver

Dollar Convention in St. Louis. John

Highfill, the organizer of this event,

certainly deserves a pat on the back

for a high quality coin show. There

was a large bourse, an ANACS authen-

tication table and a number of inter-

esting educational programs for the

public.

Governor Ralph Hardman of Kansas
and Centinel Editor Kevin Foley and

I met with Ron Horstman and Roger
Munie, who will both play major roles

in our 1987 Central States Convention

scheduled for May 7-10 at the same
Cervantes Convention Center which

was the site of the Silver Dollar Con-

vention.

We are fortunate to have our 1987

St. Louis visit in the capable hands of

the St. Louis numismatic community.
I’m confident that we’ll have not

only one of our most memorable Cen-
tral States conclaves in St. Louis, but

also one of the better numismatic con-

ventions to be held anywhere in the

country.

Quite a few dealers at the Silver

Dollar Convention visited at the Cen-

tral States membership table and
asked how they could be considered

for a table at our own CSNS event. I

can guarantee that you won’t get a

table if you don’t ask for one. We do
maintain a formal waiting list and
each bourse chairman for the CSNS
convention is responsible for notifying

the Board of Governors of the names
of dealers who asked for, but were
unsuccessful in being awarded a table.

Governor Bob Douglas of Iowa is in

charge of maintaining our formal wait-

ing list, so if you haven’t been able to

get a bourse table in the past, you can
write to Bob at 58 Devonwood Avenue,
SW, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52404, and ask
that your name be put on the waiting

list.

As everyone knows, our convention

has one of the more popular dealer

bourses, so it may take a few years

for your name to reach the top of the

list. I sometimes think too many deal-

ers become discouraged and never ask

at all, thinking that they don’t have a
chance of getting a table. Not asking

in the first place is the only way to

ensure that you won’t be considered,

so if you want a table at the CSNS
convention, contact Bob Douglas.

turn page
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We’ve had some complaints at re-

cent CSNS Conventions that some of

the dealers are closing their tables

early Sunday, or in some cases even

on Saturday afternoon, and leaving the

Convention. This is unfair to the many
dealers who’d like to have a table as

well as the collecting public, who ex-

pect to find a sigpiificant bourse and
are greeted by empty tables instead.

All our bourse dealers should be aware
that it is the intention of the Board
not to offer tables at future Conven-

tions to dealers who discontinue the

operation of their ables prior to the

end of the Convention.

I know the bourse applications for

our Minneapolis Convention were sent

out late in November, so by the time

this issue of The Centiiiel reaches our

members, the bourse should be sold

out. I’ve stayed in close touch with

Dick Grinolds, who will be General

Chairman for the host organization,

the Northwest Coin Club, and from the

reports I’ve received from Dick and
his hard-working show committee, I

know we’ll have a great Convention in

Minneapolis. The Convention will be

held at the Hyatt-Regency Hotel, and
I’ve asked the Editor to include hotel

reservation cards in this issue to make
your Convention planning a bit easier.

Every year the President pleads

with members to make their hotel

reservations early, and every year

some members are left scrambling for

room space because they put the task

off until “tomorrow.” Our Convention

dates are April 25-28 in Minneapolis,

so please complete your reservation

card today.

Republic Airlines has extended a
special discount offer for the show,

and since Minneapolis is their hub.

Republic fares should be especially

attractive to get there. You’ll find

information about their discount fare

offer elsewhere in this issue.

John Cain, President

h'raclional currency and encased postage, authority Len Glazcr, of forest Hills, New York,

was one of the many dealers from across the country who visited the Thanksgiving week-

end (Convention and (Coin Show of the Michigan State Numismatic Society, held at the

Pearhorn Hyatt- Regency Hotel.
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Marjorie Owen-Hendershott

I want to thank all the members
who were so prompt in sending their

dues. It makes my job much easier to

get this chore handled all at one time.

I also want to point out that the appli-

cation blanks you receive along with

your new membership card are there

for you to use in recruiting new mem-
bers. Just think, if every member
would sign up only a single new mem-
ber every year, what a boost for our

membership. I hope each of you will

set that as a goal for your involve-

ment in Central States during the

coming year — to sign up at least one

new member. Surely that should be an

easy task for everyone.

We did have a guest editorial a few

issues ago expressing concern that

fewer and fewer people are becoming

interested in numismatics. Let’s all

put a little effort into seeing that this

doesn’t really happen by personally

recruiting new particpants for our

hobby.

I mentioned a while back that the

Board had voted to match funds with

our Convention host club to purchase

books about numismatics for their

local ppublic library. The Milwaukee
Numismatic Society has taken advan-

tage of the grant and contributed $500

worth of books to their library system.

I hope our Minnespolis people will get

the ball rolling on this for their city.

We’ve run into a few roadblocks with

our proposed Fall Convention relating

to date conflicts with other established

numismatic events that we don’t feel

we should conflict with. At this time

we don’t actually have an accepted

invitation to inaugurate the Fall Con-

vention, so any club in the reg^ori

should feel free to contact either me
or the President if you’d like to act

as the host.

The concept behind the Fall Conven-

tion is that it should be held in a

smaller to medium size city that does

not have the population base or facil-

ities to host the larger Spring Conven-

tion. I know a lot of club members
throughout the Central States area

have expressed interest in the concept

but seem intimidated by what they

think will too hard a task. Don’t be

afraid to offer — we can always sit

down and discuss the details. The
Board of Governors is fortunate in hav-

ing several experienced show chair-

men and we’ll lend every assistance

we can to the local host club. The
next step is up to you, so why not

bring this subject up at your next club

meeting?

Once again, I urge you to get an

turn page
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exhibit together for our Convention in

Minneapolis. This is a very important

part of any major convention. Not
everyone comes to a coin show with

the knowledge and background of the

experienced numismatist and a high

quality exhibit area is one way for the

newcomer to gain some of the knowl-

edge he’ll need to maintain an ongoing

interest in the field.

Take a few minutes to review the

list of new applicants in this issue of

The Centinel. We’ve had a banner
year, so we must be doing something
right to continue our growth at a very

satisfactory pace. Remember, it is

your duty as a member to screen the

list of new appplicants each issue and
report to the Secretary any undesire-

able persons you find applying for

membership.

There was a recent letter to the

editor of Coin World complaining that

established collector groups and indus-

try trade associations don’t do enough
to police the ethics of our hobby. We
do try to address this issue by screen-

ing new members. Also, if a member

engages in unethical behavior, anyone,

even a non-member, has the right to

file a complaint against that person

with the Board of Governors.

Examples of the types of complaints

the Board has received in the past are

the writing of a bad check, failure to

deliver merchandise ordered and paid

for, failure to honor a contractual

commitment, and failure to pay for

material sent on approval. We do take

ethical conduct seriously, so if you run

into any problem areas, let us know.

It won’t be too much longer until we
get together for our Minneapolis Con-

vention. I know Dick Grinolds and his

crew from the Northwest Coin Club

have put a lot of effort into making
this a first class event. I’m really

looking forward to the Minneapolis

Convention and I’ll hope to see as

many of you there as I can. Remem-
ber, we’ll have a membership table

where you can stop and pay your dues

or just sit and chat for a while. I do

like to meet as many of you as pos-

sible, so please stop by and introduce

yourself.

Marjorie Owen-Hendershott

Secretary-Treasurer

Fifty Years for Milwaukee

Milestone Reached

Members of the Milwaukee Numismatic Society gathered on November 10th

at the Milwaukee Athletic Club to celebrate their group’s 50th anniversai’y.

Those attending the affair received a number of commemorative items pre-

pared by the club to mark the milestone event. A large commemorative wood,

elongated cents and a highly detailed fifty dollar slug designed by club member
Gale Highsmith were among the items available to members in attendance.

Over the years the Milwaukee Numismatic Society has been one of the more

active clubs in the Central States region, hosting the annual CSNS convention

as recently as April of 1984. Its membership roles have read like a who’s who
in the field of numismatics and included such names as B. Max Mehl, Neil

Shafer, M. Vernon Sheldon, Virginia Culver and A. P. “Del” Bertschy.

The club was originally started at a meeting held on October 29, 1934 at the

home of Edward Gaulke. A group of five friends and fellow collectors, Louis A.

Bcrmeister, Edward Henke, Frank Schilz, Eugene Knerr and Harry Collura

joined him.
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They decided to form a club to share their interests in numismatics with

others. As time passed the club grew and different locations were selected to

accommodate the larger meetings. Meeting sites have included Hubert Polzer’s

coin store, the Mirror Room of the Pfister Hotel, he Red Arrow Club in down-
town Milwaukee, the American Legion Hall at 30th and Wisconsin Avenue, the

Lakefront War Memorial Center and the present site, Wauwatosa Savings

and Loan.

The banquet saw reminiscenses aplenty with over 125 members and guests

present to talk about the club’s history and honor those who have been instru-

mental in its success.

Milwaukee Numismatic Society President Bob Korosec presided over the

evening. Gale Highsmith presented a special silver edition of the commemora-
tive fiftieth anniversary medal to all living past Presidents of the club.

Chester Krause, founder of the lola, Wisconsin based numismatic publishing

house which bears his name, was the keynote speaker. Krause gave a fasci-

nating talk reviewing the history of the club and its relationships with his own
numismatic publishing interests.

The evening ended with firm handshakes and a pledge by the members to

see that the 100th anniversary banquet would mark an additional half century

of significant contributions to numismatics.

Members of the Milwaukee Numismatic Society gathered November 10 at the

Milwaukee Athletic Club to celebrate their fiftieth anniversary.
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Dump Diggers Link Glass Americana

with Numismatics

by Samuel W. Johnson, Jr., NLG

Dump Diggers! Great balls of fire 1 What kinda’ article is this gonna’ be? Well,

I believe readers will find it both interesting and entertaining. For that matter,

many of you are unaware of just how strongly glass is linked to numismatics.

Now, be cool. Digging in old

dumps is not as bad as it sounds.

Nuthin’ has an odor anymore
after being buried for 50 to 100

years. OK, friends — no more
comedy statements until later.

One of the dump diggers fea-

tured in this article is the author

and the other is his wife.

Most of you may think that

digging in dumps is entirely non-

numismatic. But, it can create

an interest in our hobby. Any-

thing that does this is great.

Acquiring a numismatic link to

an old bottle creates this inter-

est, doesn’t it? This could even

lead to slight increases in mem-
bership for various numismatic

organizations, as the next para-

graph will reveal.

Thousands of dump diggers/

bottle collectors are not numis-

matists. Many have no idea that

a numismatic link exists for

some of their bottles and jars. If

they only knew, a large majority

would be extremely pleased to

obtain the link. They would then

be interested in a new hobby and
perhaps join our ranks. If read-

ers have bottle collecting friends

by all means show them this

article.

However, since this article is

directed toward a numismatic
audience, the results should be identical. Interest in numismatics should again

increase. If you should obtain the glass item first, you will then want to acquire

the numismatic link. Therefore, this article can create a two fold interest in

numismatics.

Now, let’s get down to business. Have you ever seen the bell shaped adver-

If holtle collectors and token collectors would get

together, many trades could be made. Tokens can

also he obtained from people who have a metal

detector. Contact them and either trade a duplicate

bottle (or one of their duplicate tokens, or try to

purchase the token. Tokens can also be found at coin

shows, flea markets, etc.
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tising tokens (circa 1920’s) of Dr. Bell’s Pine Tar Honey for coughs (and colds)?
Wouldn’t it be impressive to have the bottles, too? See — a direct hit glass
link with numismatics.

Over 100 years ago there was a firm named Western Brewery Co. located
in Belleville, Illinois. Yes, the beeer bottle and a token are matches. No matter
where you live, there are many local links in your area.

Some of you have circa 1920-1945 tokens that state, “good for one quart (or
one pint) of milk.’’ Preferably, the name of the specific dairy is mentioned on
the token. Wouldn’t it be neat to have the exact old round milk bottle to match
token? Many historically significant collections of local glass Americana items
and tokens could be assembled in our nation.

The photograph features the three linking instances. My wife and I have
actually dug up the bottles featured. You can, too. We have additional bottle/

token links that could be featured, but this point has been made. The tokens
were found with a metal detector.

There are also many other

numismatic items that can be

directly linked to glass. Some of

the encased postage stamps,

counter stamped coins, stock

certificates, and many paper

Americana items can be. One of

the broadest fields, in addition

to tokens, would be the colorful

advertising or trade cards. They
will be heavily featured in this

article because of their extreme-

ly interesting facets. (A grease

pencil was used to make the

bottles’ embossing more legible.)

Unfortunately, the cards are

very colorful but this will not be

evident because of black and
white photography. The bottles

and cards date from 1875-1900.

Perhaps tokens dealers and paper Americana dealers should advertise in bottle

publications and see what the response would be.

I would think that tokens, trade cards, etc. would sell easier when linked to

their glass relatives. Will we see numismatic dealers also selling glass Ameri-

cana in the future? This is certainly an interesting thought. One glass Ameri-

cana dealer recently advertised eight bottles with matching trade cards and
quickly sold out. The cost of each bottle, with matching trade card, was only

$4.50. This is certainly affordable collecting for everyone. Some, however, are

more expensive.

There are two ways to obtain glass bottles and jars. One way is to purchase

them at flea markets, from dealers or collectors, or at antique shops, etc.

That’s the easy way. The other way is to dig em’ up yourself, and that is the

hard way. However, the latter is much more satisfying and is just plain fim.

For that matter, you can acquire an extensive bottle collection at no cost. (The

last sentence is very misleading. Your cost will be mentioned later in this

article.)
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It is quite easy to become a dump digger. All you really need is desire and
success will come. Proper tools needed are a small shovel, a long handled

curved fork with short prongs, a small garden type hand digger, a hoe, and
a pair of gloves.

Research to locate old dumps is very easy to do. Many senior citizens remem-
ber the location of junk piles when they were children and, if asked, will be

pleased to tell you their location.

Nearly everyone has stumbled upon or seen dumps while hunting, picking wild

berries, or driving around, etc. If it is an old dumping grounds, you may have
passed by many hidden glass treasurers. Of course, you must obtain permission

to dig on private property.

Always tell owners that you will not leave a mess after digging. I know, how
do you beautify a dump? Well, you can’t. But, using common sense, don’t leave

it any messier than it was before you arrived. Definitely, any large holes or

trenches must be filled.

Old county atlases circa 1875-

1920 are another source of infor-

mation. In these atlases, the

location of homes was marked
with a small black square. They
were, according to the author’s

experiences, extremely accurate

in measurements. You can bet

that the home was located ex-

actly as marked.

The author has actually fig-

ured/estimated, from these at-

lases, how many yards a home
was from a certain landmark
such as a road. I walked the

proper direction and distance

into a field or woods and found

no home, but pieces of bricks

were there. Obviously, this is

conclusive evidence of the old

home’s existence. In many cases

the home’s foundation is easily

found. Other times, nothing can

be found but the old well. Take
warning, friends! Beware of old

wells when hunting for bottles.

Travel in pairs.

Once you find the home’s loca-

tion, you gotta’ figure out which
way the home faced. People al-

most always had their junk pile behind oi‘ at the side of their house. You must
begin a search pattern that may take hours. Is there a woods, gully, or creek
within a few hundred yaids or a half mile? If .so, it is highly probable that their

junk pile was loc;ated there. I^ook around, and you may quickly be in business

digging bottles.

Don’t be disheartent'd if you find a junk pile and see modern trash from the

Dr. Thompson’s Epe Water, Mcllin’s Infant Food,

I.lion’s Kathairon, and Hood’s Sarsaparilla bottles

with matching trade cards. The contents of the

Hood’s bottle reportedlp “purified the blood, made
the weak strong, and created an appetite.”
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1970’s. Two feet deep may reveal bottles from the 1950’s. At four feet deep, you
may begin to find cork-top bottles from the 1920’s. No need o tell you what may
lie deeper, is there?

If it is an old dump out in the boonies, you will not be hampered by several

feet of modern junk. You may find corkers and milk bottles only a foot deep.

Then you will quickly be in dump digger’s heaven. Control your enthusiasm

and don’t dig too fast or you may break bottles that are keepers.

Of course, once you find an old dump, many of the glass items will be broken.

You may not find any good bottles for a while. This is to be expected and is

not unusual. Inspect the broken items. Are there broken pieces from cork-top

bottles, etc.? Do the rusted tin cans crumble easily? These are all good signs.

Keep on digging. If the junk is tightly packed in dirt, the tin cans may have
completely rusted away leaving hollow spots.

During early October, 1983, my
wife, Delores found a real good

dump. (What a statement!) How
did it happen? We were in a

woods going around spotting

junk piles; i.e. digging down a
few feet in the junk and looking

for good signs. I used to play in

this woods as a child, and re-

membered the area had many
piles. The woods is located only

about ly^ miles from our home.

I was spotting here and there

and so was she. We weren’t hav-

ing much success. Delores began

to dig in one area. It was rough

digging. I was nearby digging,

too. After a few minutes, I

thought, “Aw, there isn’t any-

thing but modem junk here.’’ I

left to find another spot, but she

persistently kept digging.

After about 15 minutes, I had
not found any good signs, so I

moseyed back to her. I said,

“Finding anything worthwhile?’’

She said, pointing, “Yes. Look

over there.’’ There laid a broken

top of a 40-50 year old milk bottle

and an aqua (blue glass) top from a circa 1910-20 cork-top bottle. Wow! I

immediately looked to see how deep she had dug. It was only 18 inches and

two feet wide.

With these two excellent signs, we began to dig side by side. Our eyes nar-

rowed like prize fighters who are determined to knock out a staggered oppon-

ent. The signs were continuing to be excellent, and began to appear more
frequently. Yeah! We were nearing a dump diggers heaven.

From the above scene, you will now be whisked nearly six weeks ahead into

the month of November. You’d like to know what we’ve found, eh? O. K., I’ll

Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, Ayers Cherry Pec-

toral, and Buckingham’s Whisker Dye bottles with

matching trade cards. The Winslow’s card was

printed in English, French, and German on the

reverse. The syrup also supposedly cured “wind colic”

and diarrhea.
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hit you hard and fast. We have found over 120 keepers, i.e. cork-top medicine

bottles, old round milk bottles, 29 Sparta Bottling Works (circa 1915-35) soda

bottles, and other miscellaneous items.
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The reverses of the cards are very interesting. As

seen, the Mrs. Winslow’s card also features an 1889

calendar. This is conclusive that the card and bottle

date from the fall/winter or 1888, or early 1889.

Compare the whisker dye card with the earlier photo.

The card is folded and features “before and after”

scenes of the man’s head. Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

cured almost everything. Lyon’s Kathairon was cer-

tainly promoted to be a hair “cure-all.”

of fineashes, many pieces of iron, rocks, and

Milk bottles found are quarts,

pints, half pints, and one very

scarce one quarter pint size. All

have local area dairy’s names
embossed in the glass. Medicine

bottles of Dr. Drake, Dr. Cald-

well, Dr. Bell, Dr. Sayman, and
Dr. Jaynes have been found. Just

to mention a few, bottles with

embossing of Glover’s Imperial

Mange Medicine, Mendenhall’s

Number 40 for the blood, Knorr’s

Genuine Hein Fong Eessence,

Frazier’s Dis-Temper Remedy,
and Bradfield’s Female Regu-
lator have seen the sun again

because of us.

Without a doubt, all of the

“doctors” bottles can be linked

to numismatics via tokens, ad-

vertising cards, etc. The milks

will link, as should many of the

others. We would like to obtain

the necessary links to some of

these bottles, and will begin

searching in numismatic publi-

cations and at major numismatic
conventions, etc.

Hey! We gotta’ get back to the

article, friends. Many of you are

interested in how long and how
hard was it to locate the 120 bot-

tles mentioned earlier. It was
very difficult.

To date, we have dug a trench

through the junk approximately
22 feet long, 6 feet wide, and
averaging 3% feet deep. We have
had many obstacles such as tons

bricks, etc.

We have dug a leap frog style of digging, i.e. covering up the area behind us
that we had previously dug through. Many hours were spent digging out our
pit and preparing for the next outing. We have worked about 50 total hours.
After a hard rain, no one will know that we were ever there, once we refill

our current working pit.

We are currently working in the west wall of our diggings. There are still

sporadic good signs, but we have found very little during our last few outings.

However, this can quickly change with another six inches or a few feet of
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digging. The area appears to contain at least another 22 x 6 feet of possible

pay-dirt. We are optomistic that the dump has not panned out.

Do you remember earlier in this article when I wrote, “for that matter, you

can acquire an extensive bottle collection at no cost?” Our bottles are free,

friends, but here is the price we paid. I have suffered many hours of the tan-

talizing itching of poison ivy or oak, having patches of the stuff on both hands

and arms. Delores, dad-gum-her, only gets the poison in patches of two-to-three

skin pores at a time. The woods is full of poison ivy, etc.

We have suffered small but painful cuts on our hands. One of my finger cuts

bled severely. The blood ran down past my wrist and dripped on the ground.

“Smooth move, Johnson,” I thought, because I did not have my gloves on when
it happened. One of Delores’ cuts was near the root of the fingernail, and was
quite painful for a day or two.

Many days, after bout two

hours of hard physical labor, our

bodies were very tired. Our

clothes looked like we had been

in a hog pen. But, the poison

goes away, the cuts heal, the

body recovers after a good

night’s sleep, and the clothes

become clean again after the

washing machine gets done. Our

dirty hands and bodies become

clean after bathing.

But, the bottles, like coins, will

exist indefinitely, unless broken.

The November rainy season and

colder weather arrived in South-

ern Illinois on November 10, so

we are temporarily out of busi-

ness now. Heavy rains occured

frequently during the rest of

November and into December.

Should the weather improve, we
will be in the pit digging again.

It may be months, but we’ll be

back.

Another price you pay for free

bottles is washing and cleaning

them. This can take as long as

it took to dig them up. Our stan-

dard procedure is to first use

the garden hose for preliminary

work. Out in the yard, we spray

the outside of the bottles and

Pictured are the author and his wife, Delores, "in

the digging pit.” Only a few feet from here we found

two cork-top ‘‘Lydia Pinkham” bottles. These are

easily linked with many of Lydia’s paper Americana

items. When a bottle is seen peeping out of the wall

of junk and dirt, one of us carefully digs around the

bottle with the garden type hand digger until it can

be removed. Many will be broken, but others are in

perfect condition. One of us digs while the other

rests, etc.

wipe off this dirt with our hands.

Repeatedly squirting the inside of the bottle will remove most of the dirt. We
scrape large amounts of inside dirt out by using a heavy wire.

Once inside, at the kitchen sink, we have various sized long-handled bottle

brushes. Those hard to reach places inside of a bottle can be cleaned with a
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long sturdy piece of wire and a small piece of a paper towel. This is very slow

work sometimes, but is successful.

Rust on the inside or outside of a bottle can be removed with an SOS pad. A
small piece of the pad, again used with the wire, will remove most of the inside

rust or stains. Again, this is sometimes very slow work.

Always use cold water when cleaning bottles. Hot water will cause some
century-old bottles to crack later. We have had this to happen before and it is

most unusual. We have dug up perfect bottles, have them cleaned, and be

sitting in the living room. An hour or two later, you will hear a strange sound.

An old bottle will have cracked itself. Reportedly, this is because of temper-

ature changes. Sometimes, bottles will crack themselves regardless of any

action you take to prevent it.

We don’t mind admitting that

we are part-time dump diggers.

Oh, perhaps we could call our-

selves “bottle hunters’’ or “bot-

tle searchers.’’ It sounds a little

better. But, if you see us at a
future Central States Conven-

tion, we won’t mind if you

snicker and call us dump dig-

gers.

You see, all of us waste time.

Of course, everyone needs relax-

ing leisure time, but we do waate

a lot of time. For instance, many
men (the author included) will

watch two losing teams play

football or baseball on TV during

weekends. Who really cares

which team wins? Many women
will go shopping because they

don’t have anything to do. Even
though they have money, the

women didn’t purchase anything.

They were bored and wanted
something to do.

So, consider being a dump digger and link glass and numismatics. It’s hard

work but is certainly satisfying fun. You will be addicted if you ever get into

dump digger heaven for a few hours. After that, you won’t mind at all if some-
one calls you a dump digger. It’s better than watching a movie re-run on TV,
isn’t it?

Old dumps are .sometimes very difficult to locate. Do your research, assemble

your tools, pack a light lunch, and head for the boonies. Betcha’ you won’t

regret it.

Here are the glass bottles found that we mentioned

in this article. Many have direct numismatic links.

None are rare, but many are very interesting. We
have hundreds of other bottles, which were found on

previous dump digging jaunts.

(All photography by Mrs. Lovita Ingram)

HOW MANY NEW MEMBERS HAVE YOU

SIGNED UP FOR CSNS SO FAR THIS YEAR?
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ANACS Counterfeit Detector Series II Ready
Be able to spot a counterfeit — be knowledgeable! The American Numis-

matic Association Certification Service is proud to offer references in the fight

against counterfeits. The “Counterfeit Detector’’ is a book of reprints from
“The Numismatist’’ containing a compilation of the best ANACS articles cover-
ing 1977-82. These articles have been rewritten and are issued in an easy-to-use

subject format so there’s no need to flip back and forth through numerous
pages to find that desired article. The cost of the 152-page soft bound edition

is $7.50 postpaid.

The second reference tool is “The Counterfeit Detector, Series I and II.’’

These reports deal with characteristics of both genuine and counterfeit coins

of the world, with emphasis on U. S. coins. Through the use of high quality

photomicrographs, “The Counterfeit Detector’’ illustrates many of the diagnos-

tic characteristics that ANACS uses to identify both genuine and counterfeit

coins. Spotting that one counterfeit or altered coin, or knowing the character-

istics of that genuine key coin, may save you much more than the cost of

these tools.

The price of Serits I (36 reports) is $105 and of Series II (24 reports) is $50.

There is no duplication of reports in the two Series. For those who order both

Series, an attractive binder will be supplied free of charge. (This binder may
be ordered separately for $2.50.) The individual reports may be purchased at

$4.00 each for Series I and at $2.00 each for Series II.

Further information on these invaluable references is available from ANACS,
818 North Cascade Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO 80903.

New Slide Programs Available from ANA
The American Numismatic Association Library has added new slide pro-

grams on a variety of numismatic topics to its visual education series.

Three new programs complete the series on counterfeit detection. Set #53,

“Counterfeit Detection: Gold Dollars and Quarter Eagles,’’ contains 59 slides

showing the diagnostics of both genuine and counterfeit specimens in these two

series. The set was developed by ANACS from photographs in its files.

“Counterfeit Detection: $3 and Half Eagles’’ is the title of Set #54. Contain-

ing 48 slides, this set shows both genuine and counterfeit coins. The last in the

series on counterfeit detection is Set #55, “Counterfeit Detection: Eagles and

Double Eagles.’’ Made up of 48 slides, it explains diagnostics of both genuine

and counterfeit pieces of these impoprtant coins.

Set #62 is entitled “A Tribute to Prominent Black Americans.’’ This set of

40 slides shows the medals produced by the Franklin Mint for the American

Negro Commemorative Society. The men and women portrayed have made
significant contributions to many aspects of our society.

“A Tour of the Remodeled ANA Headquarters,’’ Set #63, is for ANA mem-
bers and other collectors who have never had the chance to visit the head-

quarters in Colorado Springs. This set of 54 slides takes the viewer on a trip

through the building and shows how the ANA staff works for members and

the hobby.

Set #64, “Pre-1947 Philippine Coins,’’ is the first winner of the M. Vernon

Sheldon Award for the outstanding slide program submitted to ANA for the

turn page
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year. This well written and photographeds set, donated by member C. C.

Andrews, will broaden the understanding of a lesser known area of numis-

matics. The set contains 52 slides.

Using the beautiful photographs from “The Art of Coins and Their Photog-

raphy” by Gerald Hoberman, Set #65 is entitled “Numismatic Fine Art Photog-

raphy” and traces the art of coinage from ancient to modern times. A good

general set of 60 slides that shows the magnificance of coin designs.

For a complete list of all the visual education programs available and infor-

mation on how to borrow them, write to ANA Visual Education Program, P. O.

Box 2366, Colorado Springs, CO 80901.

Wisconsin Numisnna+ists Organize

State Sales Tax Exemption Sought

“Wouldn’t it be great to be able to openly sell precious metals and certain

numismatic investments without having to collect sales tax on top of those

transactions? Wouldn’t it be great to see business stay here at home in Wis-

consin rather than ... go out of state to avoid those taxes?”

So begins a recent letter from Mark Ferguson, President of the newly
formed Wisconsin Council for Tangible Assets, to collectors and dealers in the

Badger State. Ferguson invited interested numismatists to join him at an

organizational meeting held on November 26 at Milwaukee’s Midway Motor
Lodge.

The group met with Gary R. Goyke, a former Democratic State Senator

Mark l-cri'u^hn (right). President of the Wisconsin Council for Tangible Assets, considers

a ciirreneii purchase at the. St. Louis National Silver Dollar Convention. Ferguson was at

ihc ev(mt to discuss goals of the Wisconsin group with collectors and dealers.
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from Oshkosh, and currently a rising start as a lobbyist. Goyke outlined an
action plan to exempt from the sales tax bullion and bullion related investment

items as well as numismatic collectables enjoying legal tender status in their

country of origin.

A number of speakers present expressed concern that Wisconsin consumers
have recently suffered significant losses in dealing with out of state “boiler

room’’ operations selling precious metals over the phone. The consumer in such

an operation is typically encouraged to leave his bullion for storage and safe

keeping with the sales firms in order to avoid payment of the sales tax in

Wisconsin. In many instances the precious metals are never actually purchased

after payment by the consumer. Failure of the seller’s firm can result in a total

loss of the consumer’s investment.

The WCTA meeting resulted in major pledges of financial support from
several dealers in attendance.

President Ferguson emphasized that he views the newly formed organization

as a force to protect the interests of all numismatists, whether they be collec-

ors or dealers, and ended the meeting by inviting anyone interested in more
information to contact him at P. O. Box 2584, Oshkosh, Wis. 54903. Ferguson

mentioned that annual dues have been set at $100 for dealers and $15 for collec-

tors. He pledged that 100 percent of the funds collected would be spent on the

group’s political action goals, with all officers serving on a volunteer basis.

St. Brelade Coin Is Third In Jersey Series

The third in the ongoing series of £1 coins being struck by the British Royal

Mint for the English Channel island of Jersey, represents the Parish of St.

Brelade. Like the first two issues in the series, those for St. Helier and for St.

Saviour, the proof coins are struck in limited mintage of 22 karat gold and

.925 sterling silver.

Jersey One Pound: St. Brelade

The island of Jersey, which lies only 15 miles from the French coast, has an

area of 45 square miles and consists of 12 parishes. The parish of St. Brelade

is especially noted for the sheer beauty of its shore line, with wide crescents

of sand stretching toward a clear blue sea. There is archeological evidence that
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man lived on the island 100,000 years ago. Jersey was, in fact, connected to the

mainland of France until about 6500 B. C. The parishes were formed during the

eleventh century and records for St. Brelade indicate a date between 1053 and
1066 — the year of the Battle of Hastings and William the Conqueror’s invasion

of England.

The mintage limit for the coins is 250 gold proof and 2500 silver proof. Both
have the same diameter, 22.50 mm. The gold coin weighs 19.65 grams and the

silver 11.68 grams. The reverse bears the emblem of St. Brelade, a fish set

within a shield with the legend, “Parish of St. Brelade’’ above and below. The
£1 coin’s obverse bears the renowned Arnold Machin protrait of H. M. Queen
Elizabeth II. The previous issue, that for the Parish of St. Saviour, has sold

out in silver proof condition, although a small number of gold proof coins are

still available. Similarly, remaining quartities of gold and silver proof coins

of the St. Helier issue are very small indeed.

Prices for the St. Brelade £1 coin are: Gold Proof - $425.00 (US), $555.00

(CAN); Silver Proof - $29.75 (US), $39.00 (CAN). Orders and inquiries should

be addressed to the British Royal Mint, c/o Barclays Bank of New York, N. A.,

P. O. Box 2570, New York, NY 10163, or by calling toll-free 1-800-221-1215 (9:00

5:00 EST), except New York residents 718-204-2400. Dealers call 516-334-7113.

The Story of the Counterstamped Peso Commemorating

the 400th Meeting of the Chicago Coin Club

by Harry X Boosel

Shortly after the January, 1952 meeting of the Chicago Coin Club, the board

of directors of the club met and planned the program for the entire year.

Col. Curtis proposed that inasmuch as the club could not strike a suitable

medal for our 400th meeting, that we purchase a number of Mexican One Peso

pieces and counterstamp them with a suitable inscription for that event.

The announcement was made at the February meeting and late that month
an engraving firm was contacted in Chicago and after considerable dickering

and proposals they agreed to make the counterstamp if a reverse was also used.

Meanwhile, one of the Chicago dealers contacted a firm in Mexico which

agreed to furnish a number of these One Peso pieces for the purpose for which

intended. The head of Secret Service in Chicago was contacted and turned

thumbs down on the idea, stating that all foreign silver and gold monies had
to be protected the same as U. S.

This took the wind out of our sails and the project was momentarily aban-

doned. Then the idea was proposed that inasmuch as these coins were no longer

current in Mexico, that perhaps dispensation could be obtained. The assistant

chief of Secret Service was contacted and said that as far as he knew it was
OK to go ahead. This was about the middle of April.

It was then believed that it was too late to contact the party in Mexico for

shipment to the U. S., and a dealer in El Paso and one in Tucson were con-

tacted for the Peso pieces with negative results.

A dealer in Chicago had recently purchased some of the same Peso pieces

from a Chicago bank and this lead was futilely run down. Meanwhile the other

dealer had written the Mexican .source and contact was made and the coins

were to be shipp(?d immediately. This was at the end of April and time wa.s
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running short for the May 14th meeting.

Meanwhile the engraving firm had been given orders to go ahead with the

die, but they didn’t like to do that without the coins to strike, but they were
coerced into it.

Came Saturday, May 10th and still no coins. The engraving firm was calling

for the coins loudly. Monday, May 12 and still no coins. Phone call was made
to Brownsville, Texas to see if the coins had come across the border and the

contact said that he had just received notice of arrival through customs, and
now that he knew time was short, they would be put on a plane air express

that evening.

Tuesday morning and no coins. The gas strike was on and service was
irregular. Tuesday afternoon and no coins and the express company was alerted

to notify if the coins came in and were told to hold them for pick-up downtown
in order to get them to the engraving firm downtown.

Wednesday morning and still no coins, but about 10:30 a call came that they

had been delivered specially to the south side ! Pick up was made and the coins

were brought to the engraver, BUT they said no, that their cork was laid out

for the day and it would be impossible to strike them that day. May 14th! The
engraver was asked if he would let us have the dies and we would have them
struck alsewhere inasmuch as today was the day. No, he said that they charged

for a complete job, which included the striking and the dies never left the shop.

After a little further conversation and consultation he agreed to try to get

them done 5:00 p.m. that evening. At 5:00 p.m. the coins were picked up and

at 7 :30 p.m. they were delivered to the coin club meeting, hot off the press.

Moral : Do not delay. It may be later than you think

!

Reprint from Chatter, monthly newsletter of the Chicago Coin Club

Ron Horstman (left), General Chairman of the May 7-10, 1987 Central States Numis-

matic Society Convention, to he held at St. Louis’ Cervantes Convention Center, met at

the National Silver Dollar Convention in the Gateway City, with (left - right) CSNS

President John Cain, St. Louis Convention Committee Member Roger Munie, and CSNS

Board Member Ralph Hardman, to discuss plans for the 1987 event.
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Recognizing Third Issue Fractional

Currency Varieties

by Len Glazer

The author, Len Glazer, of Forest Hills,

New York, is a well known specialist in

fractional currency and encased postage. A
consultant to the Coin and Currency Insti-

tute, publishers of Paper Money of the

United States, by Robert Friedberg, he is a

familiar sight at most major numismatic

conventions.

Glazer was recently chosen as President

of the Professional Currency Dealers disso-

ciation and is a founding and charter mem-
ber of the Fractional Currency Collectors

Board.

He also serves as a pricing consultant for

the Currency Dealer Newsletter and recent-

ly announced his candidacy for a seat on

the Board of Governors of the American

Numismatic Association.

The Centinel welcomes him as a contributor. — The Editor

As a specialist in fractional currency, the small notes issued in denomi-

nations of less tha none dollar to meet the shortage of circulating coins during

and just after our Civil War years, I sometimes have to take a step back and

realize that some of the facts about the subject I take for granted aren’t quite

so well known to beginning collectors and can be a source of confusion for them.

While there are only a limited number of major design types of fractional

currency — and this is one of the aspects that makes it so popular with col-

lectors — there are a significant number of varieties of these major types.

Recognizing these varieties can sometimes be confusing if you don’t know
which features of the note to look for. I’ve found in talking to beginning col-

lectors that the letter and numeral design figures on Third Issue fractional

currency can be particularly confusing in cataloging the different varieties of

the five different denominations in this series.

These Third Issue notes were issued from December of 1864 through August
of 1869 and the varieties created by the placement of the letter and numeral
design figures are among the rarest of the entire fractional currency field, so

it certainly pays to be able to recognize them.

On the Third Issue Five Cent notes, which portray Spencer Clark, a small
letter “a” is near the lower left side of four of the notes on the twenty note

sheet. The design figure is in the open area just above the wand of Mercury.
All the notes with this figure were from the left .side of the sheet and for each
one with the “a” every sheet contained four without it.
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The Third Issue Ten Cent notes were printed in a sheet of sixteen, and the

four running down the left side of the sheet have the small design figure “1”

near the left edge of each note to the left of the larger “10”, which designated

the denomination.

On the Third Issue Twenty Five Cent Fessenden notes, printing was in a
sheet of 12 and the design figure “a” can be found near the lower left corner.

Again, the figure shows that notes bearing it were from the left side of each

sheet.

On the Third Issue Spinner and Justice Fifty Cent notes things get a little

more involved. The “1” marked the four left side notes in each sheet of twelve,

while a small “a” marked the top three notes. On the entire sheet of twelve,

six notes would have no small desig^n figures at all, three would have the “1”

only, two the “a” only and but a single note in the upper left comer of the

sheet would have both the “1” and the “a”.

turn page
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On both the Spinner and Justice notes the design figures are placed in the

same way. The “1” is in the left center notch of the disk with the printed

denomination “Fifty” in it. The “a” can be found in the notch at the bottom

of the same disk.

So, if you have Third Issue fractional currency in your holdings and you
were never sure what the “design figures” the catalogs refer to are, now
you know.

An Interview With Rick Montgomery

In addition to authenticating and grading coins, the American Numismatic Association

Certification Service maintains an active educational program. Perhaps the most visible

portion of this program is the operation of authentication booths at major numismatic

conventions throughout the country.

At one such recent event — the National Silver Dollar Convention — held annually

at St. Louis’ Cervantes Convention Center, ANACS staff member Rick Montgomery was

interviewed by The Centinel on various questions concerning the operation of ANACS
and its policies.

Subsequent to the date of the interview a number of significant changes have taken

place at ANACS, including the transfer of Director Ken Bressett to other responsibilities

at ANA headquarters and his replacement by Adna Wilde.

While some of these changes at ANACS may render various points raised in the inter-

view moot, it is nonetheless presented for what it was intended to be — a candid discus-

sion by a nonmanagement ANACS staff member of some of the criticisms and issues

which have involved the organization in the recent past.

The Centinel : Prior to the time Ken Bressett joined ANACS in his present role

as Director, the organization was at the center of a virtual firestorm of con-

troversy, with almost open warfare between the dealers and ANACS. My
perception is that isn’t true anymore. So first of all, assuming you agree

with the observation, what’s happened today to make relationships better

between ANACS and the commercial dealer community?

Montgomery: First of all, what basically happened to change all that was the

methodology of grading within ANACS changed. Before Ken Bressett at

ANACS only two people had to see a coin. The first person would write it up

and grade it. The second person would grade it and even if his grade didn’t

agree with the first per.son it was finaled. Today, when Ken did come in we
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had already started initiating a new system of grading coins. At least four
people see each coin. Of those four at least three have to agree completely.
I think because of the quality control standards — the way they’ve increased
— and that’s where we’re at with our relationships with the dealers and they
respect our grading a lot more.

The Centinel: A cynic might observe that perhaps you’ve tried to address the
concern of the dealers by liberalizing your standards, relaxing them a little

bit to defuse the criticism by he dealers. Do you think that’s happened at all?

Montgomery: No, I really don’t. When we had a few members leave the staff

last year we went out and hired new people and the staff change actually
changed the perception of grading within the staff. If anything ANACS is

more conservative. I know I felt when I started up I’d rather be conservative
than liberal.

Rick Montgomery (left), on Authenticator with ANACS, discusses his opinion with a

collector at the National Silver Dollar Convention, held at St. Louis’ Cervates Conven-

tion Center in November.

The Centinel : When you use terms like conservative and liberal with respect

to grading it gives rise to a question about consistency. There has been an

observation by some people that a certificate issued five years ago calling

a coin a 65, if that coin were resubmitted today it may or may not have the

same grade. Is there a question of consistency over time within ANACS and

has been a problem?

Montgomery: Absolutely, there has been a problem, basically because due to

the quality control methods we talked about earlier, but also because of the

staff changeover. When you don’t keep the same staff all the time you are

going to have problems with consistency, because new ideas come and take

away old ideas. That’s the basis of of the problem. Even certificates from a
year ago are being claimed to not be consistent with today’s standards.
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The Centinel; Is there a fundamental weakness in ANACS in that the organi-

zation won’t pay full market value to the people working on its staff. It

seems to me you can think of any number of people who’ve come through

ANACS, become well known and respected in the trade as knowledgable

numismatists and then before you know it they’re out in the commercial
world making significantly more presumably than at ANACS. Is that indica-

tive of a fundamental problem?

Montgomery : It was at one point. I think what’s happened lately is that the

administration of ANA finally came to grips with that and they did reevaluate

everybody as authenticators and employees. So I have to credit ANA with at

least they did make a very good attempt at keeping people there. I think a
lot of it also has a lot to do with just being happy with your job. I think

they’ve given a lot to help out.

The Centinel: One thing that’s struck me is I personally feel the public is using

ANACS certificates in a way they were never intended. They are attempting

to take their coin, get a certificate where there is a grade on it and reach

the conclusion that they either underpaid for the coin and therefore got a
bargain or overpaid for it based on the grade ANACS has assigned and there-

fore the dealer is a crook. Do you think that’s a problem, that essentially

people are taking the certificate and attempting to translate it to a dollar

value for the coin?

Montgomery: That’s absolutely the biggest problem, especially with coins

that range between MS63 and MS65. The peopple are trying to take a coin

that grades MS63, line it up in a column and get a price. But what has to be

understood is that if we call a coin an MS63 its price range can be anything

from MS63 up to MS65. Right now we are bound in that regard in that we
don’t say MS63 + or whatever and people have to realize that this can hap-

pen. You can have a 63 and it’s worth money between 63 and 65.

The Centinel : That’s an interesting point. You can have two coins of the same
technical grade and they are worth different amounts?

Montgomery : Absolutely.

The Centinel : In the commercial marketplace there are other factors besides

grade which enter into the value of a coin. When you look at a coin within

the context of the ANACS grading system how do you consider such factors

as strike, luster, overall eye appeal and attractiveness of toning? Areas like

that certainly affect the value of a coin. First of all, how does strike enter in

with your evaluation grade wise?

Montgomery: Strike is not actually a factor we consider in grading. We are

required to grade a coin by what has physically happened to it after it was
struck. Therefore, if the coin was initially weakly struck we can make note

of that but we can’t downgrade the coin because of that. We realize that a
weakly struck coin does not command anywhere near the money of a coin

that’s fully struck. That’s understood. We can’t sit there and knock the coin.

There would be a lot of confusion in the marketplace if we take a coin that’s

essentially perfect yet grade it 60 because it’s weakly struck.

The Centinel : So what you’re telling me is that within the context of the grad-

ing system you’re locked into at ANACS, strike is simply irrelevant as a

factor in the grade that goes on the certificate?

Montgomery: What goes on the certificate would be a notation “weakly
.struck.’’ Striking characteristics would be an attribute of the coin. Grade is

the degree of wear to the coin.
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The Centinel : What would be the significance of luster in the grade assigned

a coin.

Montgomery : For a truly uncirculated coin luster is the most important factor,

especially when you are talking about anything MS65 or higher. That’s an

absolute must. It must have full original luster. Luster is directly related to

the g^ade. If the coin’s luster has been tampered with, if it’s dull, if some-

thing has happened to it, the coin then becomes downgraded because of it.

The Centinel : What about the overall eye appeal of a coin? That’s something

that’s very important in the commercial world. How does that enter into

your grading system at ANACS?
Montgomery: Eye appeal we use as a last resort, especially on coins that are

cliffhangers. We might be arguing between MS63 and MS65. The coin is nght
on the borderline, we’ve already taken into account luster, contact marks,

hairlining, etc., all the other factors we’d normally look at. Unfortunately,

now we’re stuck at determining its overall eye appeal and that’s going to tip

the scales one way or the other. If he coin is attractive and when you look at

it with just the naked eye at a distance and you say “I really like this coin,

I enjoy it” that will usually tip the scales o MS65. If you look at it and it’s

not attractive, it’s ugly, perhaps, that would tip the scale to MS63.

The Centinel: This question of overall eye appeal. That’s not something that’s

formally addressed in the ANA Grading Guide.

Montgomery: No, it’s not.

The Centinel : That’s an example of a sort of subjective elaboration of the

system.

Montgomery: Exactly, it’s sort of a last resort when we look at the coin, we’ve
studied everything about it and we still don’t know which way to go. The
coins that are solid — MS63 and that’s it ^— I feel we never have to resort

to this.

The Centinel : Let’s get on to the question of toning. If you open up your grand-

mother’s buffet drawer and look at her silverware with all different colors on

it you call in tarnish and it’s a negative factor there. If you look at the same
thing on a- coin it’s called toning. Some people get all excited about it and
think it enhances the value of a coin. Other people don’t like toning. How
does toning enter into the grading at ANACS, if at all?

Montgomery: If toning is light it enters more into that eye appeal factor. It

doesn’t really enter into the actual grading technique. If it’s heavy we try to

look through it. If it’s too heavy and it may cover marks and such, again we
looking for actual physical damage, we aren’t going to downgrade the coin

because of it, but possibly because of what’s underneath it. If the toning is

acting in a corrosive way, then, of course, we would downgrade it. If it is

actually etching the coin or eating into it that’s considered physical damage
at that point and we would downgrade the piece.

The Centinel : Just a couple of weeks ago in Washington, D. C. the ANA spon-

sored a Numismatic Roundtable in which Board members and officers got

together with people in the numismatic community to discuss some of the

issues surrounding ANACS. There were a number of suggestions made regard-

ing ANACS. Harvey Stack, for example, indicated a position that ANACS
basically get out of the grading business except in cases where you were

called upon to arbitrate differences or disputes and should confine itself

largely to authenticating coins. What’s your reaction to that suggestion?
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Montgomery : I know when I was hired it was to come in and authenticate and
grade coins. It’s almost to a point where ANACS is too far accepted, where
we are too far into it to step back. I don’t like the idea of stepping back from
something. I always like the idea of progressing forward. To step back would

actually be a surrendering technique, if you will, that we are saying we never

could grade in the first place. What a controversy that would cause in the

marketplace. I think we should stay in grading. The most important thing,

though, is to try to be as consistent and try to be as accurate as we can. I

would say we should stay in with it. It’s not our fault the market has taken

our certificates and made them into, I don’t know what you’d call them.

The Centinel : People seem to want to see the certificate as the gospel.

Montgomery: Yes, the gospel, the final word. We never intended it to be that

way. I don’t know that others actually envisioned that, but it’s evolved to

that because of its, I would say, its credibility, its accuracy, its consistency,

etc., people have accepted it that way. We’re still there only to provide a

service, to authenticate and grade the coin.

The Centinel : Another suggestion that was raised at the Numismatic Round-

table is the idea that you should have narrower grade ranges. Instead of

saying a coin is a 63 or a 65, you should perhaps talk in terms of a 64 grade

to recognize that there is an in between coin. What is your opinion? Would
it solve some of the problems, or would it create additional problems?

Montgomery : It may temporarily solve a lot of questions for the coins that are

between 63 and 65. I wouldn’t feel comfortable with it because we have

enough consistency problems as it is between 63 and 65 and to throw another

number in there would just add to the confusion. As long as you are going to

have staff changeover and personnel turnover you are going to have problems

with consistency. I would say my own personal feeling is we should stay away
from even more finite and limited grades.

The Centinel : It’s been suggested that you should go the other way. Instead

of saying a coin is 63 or 65 you’d say it’s 63-65, in effect broadening the grade,

recognizing the idea that grading is subjective and different people will see

the same coin in a different sense. How do you react to that — the suggestion

that a grade be broadened?

Montgomery: That I really don’t object to too much. I know there are a lot of

coins we see at ANACS and everybody in the office says, boy, the coin is

right in between, it could go either way and sometimes it’s difficult to put

an exact number on it. The grade range might help with those kinds of coins.

I personally don’t mind that.

The Centinel : Still another suggestion that’s been made is that ANACS abandon

numerical grading altogether and simply use adjectival grading. What’s your

reaction to that?

Montgomery: I think we’re in a business where we can recognize the differ-

ences in the number grades and I think we ought to stay with that. To go

backwards is a step no business would entertain. It would be a step in the

wrong direction.

The Centinel: It's interesting that you use the term “business” with respect to

ANACS. Despite all the controversy ANACS has generated over the years

it does seem to have the preeminent market position in authentication. Why
do you think that has happened? There are other nonprofit authentication

services and now .some commercial firms have entered the field. Yet ANACS
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seems to be so universally accepted despite all the uproar. Why?

Montgomery: I’d just have to say that it would be credibility over the years.

The authentication effort speaks for itself. Of the years we’ve been grading,

the last two have seemed to be the best and the most consistent. I’d say
more than anything it’s just credibility. It’s just been accepted. Since 1972

ANACS would be “the authority’’ on authentication and offers the best

opinion as to the grade of a coin.

The Centinel: As I’m sure you are aware, it’s difficult to pick up either Coin
World or Numismatic News and not see some kind of comment about ANACS.
So let me take a couple of comments made about the organization and have
you react to them.

In the November 10th issue of Numismatic News there’s an interview with

Paul Padget, the well-known Ohio dealer, and he makes the following state-

ment: “My biggest gripe with ANACS is lack of consistency. I wish they were
more consistent and accurate and I hope that will come in time because I

think we need ANACS.’’ How do you react to that statement?

Montgomery : I would hope that ANACS could stay consistent and that’s the

hope of everybody, especially ourselves, because we don’t want to phase out

just as a lot of people don’t want us to leave the marketplace. To answer his

plea is to say for us just to stay consistent, remain with the present staff we
have if it’s accepted and try to maintain that consistency for time to come.

The Centinel : In a recent issue of Coin World Q. David Bowers, the President

of the American Numismatic Association, your parent organization, is quoted

as follows: “The public’s perception of the grading precision of the ANA has

totally destroyed valuable collector-dealer relationships built up over a period

of years. No longer is there such a thing as a legitimate difference of opinion

concerning a coin’s grade. Now it’s the dealer is a crook and all business is

ended.” How do you react to that?

Montgomery: In some cases “the dealer is a crook” is true. That’s my own
personal belief. In other instances it may be true the public has twisted the

original idea of ANACS and made it the gospel, the final word opinion and

therefore it’s not fair to the dealer who honestly sold the coin as a certain

grade and it comes back less. I understand to those dealers that isn’t fair.

If the dealer can explain this to his customer and we can explain it to the

public as well that we are not the final word, that we are only an opinion, I

think that relationship between the dealer and the customer might reunite.

The Centinel : What can ANACS do to defuse that issue, to address that fact

that seems to be that in the real world people get your certificate and say

“My God, I paid $500 for the coin as a 65, now ANACS says it’s only a 63 and

the Gray Sheet says it’s only worth $100?” How can you educate the public

to accept the idea that yours is simply another educated opinion and that

there are other educated opinions equally as valid as yours?

Montgomery: I think through seminars, through publications, we can inform

the people this is true. We are only an opinion. We are not the final word.

We are not the one to say this coin is a 63 and that’s it. Inform the people

through publications that a 63 can actually encompass a wide range of values,

that it’s not just limited to what the 63 column says on the Gray Sheet.

That’s what we have to do, to get out there and tell the people that through

seminars and the like.
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The Centinel; My own perception of the problem is that too many people

involved in numismatics today are investment oriented. Even if they tell

themselves they are collectors they are making that mistake of trying to

leap from a grade to a value, looking at columns on the Gray Sheet and
they’re forgetting the idea you can line up five coins, all 63’s, and it can be
reasonable for them all to have a different market value, in some cases a
wide range of values.

Montgomery: The only thing I would say to that is for the people to educate

themselves. We can talk ’til we’re blue in the face, but if people buying coins

are so lazy that they just line up a grade and a price that’s their fault. They
should be out there, they should be learning — What constitutes a 65, what
constitutes an MS63? Why is this 63 worth $100 and another 63 $200? Why is

that? They should get out there and try to learn the differences.

The Centinel: A final question I know you’ve heard before. You’re fairly

young — 25?

Montgomery: 22.

The Centinel : A lot of the dealers are somewhat resentful of the fact that this

staff of younger people at ANACS — and some of the dealers have been in

the business 25 or 30 years — and they feel someone in comparison who’s

relatively less experienced than they are is sitting in judgment of their work.

I guess they might ask — what qualifies this young fellow to make judgments

like that. How do you react personally on the level of your own feelings to

questions like this about your own professional competence? To observations

and insinuations that because you are a little yoimger you might not be able

to adequately make these important grading decisions that affect a dealer’s

relationships with his customers?

Montgomery: I first of all don’t agree with comments like that, but I also

understand what they are saying. They have to understand that because of

where we work — myself and the other staff — we are learning more there

than we really can learn elsewhere. We learn more of what to look for in a
coin, what helps the coin and what doesn’t help the coin that you might not

really even consider on the outside. I think that’s what really causes a lot of

problems — that we see different things in a coin that another person doesn’t

and they get all hyped up and ask how we can call a coin this when it’s

really that.

So I think it’s the education and experience, the training we have at

ANACS and that’s the key — the experience.

The Centinel : In terms of the experience, to give people on the outside a better

understanding, how many coins do you personally actually look at in the

course of a month?

Montgomery: I personally, if the work is there to be done, can see 400 to 500

plus coins a day. Although that’s a lot of coins, you learn a lot from that

many coins as well. That’s what the people on the outside should be doing.

They should look at lots of coins. They should attend shows. They should

attend auctions, which is probably one of the best ways to learn the values

of coins. Go to an auction and catelogue the sale. Go to the auction, attend

the sale and see what prices these coins bring. See their grade, put your
grade in there and jot down the prices and see what actually happens in the

marketplace for that particular coin.

That’s probably one of the best educations a person can achieve, to
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actually sit dowTi at an auction and watch what happens there. To see how
the coins actually do.

The Centinel : Thank you.

I I

I SHOW CALEIVDAR
|

I !

Show Chairmen are invited to send announcements of upcoming coin

shows in the Central States region. The Show Calendar is intended to

assist collectors and dealers in planning their show attendance. It is also

designed to aid show sponsors in avoiding date conflicts. Show dates

will be listed up to 24 months in advance and show sponsors are

encouraged to submit dates for future shows through December of 1986.

Please include the city where the show will be held, official name of

show, show dates and location, as well as the name, address and phone

number of the show or bourse chairman. Send to: Kevin Foley, P. O. Box

589, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201.

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI — FEBRUARY 22-24, 1985

21st Annual Greater America Coin Fair, Marriott Airport Motor Inn. Bill

Armstrong, 327 Northwest Plaza, St. Ann, Missouri 63074.

RACINE, WISCONSIN — MARCH 2-3, 1985

Racine Numismatic Society Annual Coin Show. Sheraton Motor Inn, High-

way 20 East from 1-94 Exit 333. John Barke, P. O. Box 1222, Racine, Wis-

consin 53405.

APPLETON, WISCONSIN — MARCH 3, 1985

Appleton Coin Club Annual Spring Coin Show. Country Aire, 2331 1 West
Spencer Avenue. Robert Worachek, 229 East College Avenue, Appleton,

Wisconsin 54902.

FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS — MARCH 9-10, 1985

Dupo Coin Club's Annual Spring Coin Show. Ramada Inn, Highways 159

and 64. Joe Doyle, P. O. Box 222, Dupo, Illinois 62239.

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA —- MARCH 9-10, 1985

Cedar Rapids Coin Club Annual Coin Show, Sheraton Inn, 525 33rd Ave-

nue, S. W. Robert Douglas, 58 Devonwood S. W., Cedar Rapids, Iowa

53404. (319) 364-0706

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA — MARCH 15-17, 1985

Northwest Coin Club 51st Annual Coin Show. Hyatt-Regency Minneapolis,

1300 Nicollet Mall. Ken Eikeland, P. O. Box 18053, Minneapolis, Minne-

sota 55418. (816) 241-1152
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MADISON, WISCONSIN — MARCH 17, 1985

Madison Coin Club Annual Coin Show. Sheraton Inn and Conference
Center, 706 John Nolen Drive. Robert Kraft, 205 North Whitney Way,
Madison, Wisconsin 53705. (608) 233-8823

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI — MARCH 22-24, 1985

Midwest Numismatic Association 20th Annual Coin Show. Ramada Inn

Southeast, 1-435 at 87th Street Exit. Marvin F. Gross, 9723 Marsh Avenue,
Kansas City, Missouri 64134.

COLUMBUS, OHIO — MARCH 22 - 24, 1985

Rainbow Columbus Coin Show, Aladdin Temple, 3850 Stelzer Road. Ron
Nelson, P. O. Box 22673, Cleveland, Ohio 44122. (216) 338-3181

CLEVELAND, OHIO — MARCH 29-31, 1985

Rainbow Cleveland Coin Show, Holiday Inn, 6001 Rockside Road, 1-77

Exit 155 East. Ron Nelson, P. O. Box 22673, Cleveland, Ohio 44122. (216)

338-3181

WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN — MARCH 31, 1985

Waukesha Coin Club Annual Show. Waukesha County Youth Building,

Corner of Highways F and FT. Leo Neidinger, P. O. Box 321, Brookfield,

Wisconsin 53005.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN — APRIL 12-14, 1985

South Shore Coin Club 22nd Annual Coin Show. MECCA Convention Cen-
ter, 4th and Kilbourn Avenue. John Wilson, P. O. Box 27185, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 53227. (414) 545-8636

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN — APRIL 12-14, 1985

Michigan State Numismatic Society 29th Annual Spring Convention. Kala-

mazoo Hilton Inn and Kalamazoo Center. MSNS Bourse, P. O. Box 462,

Kalamazoo, Michigan 49081.

NORTH PLATTE, NEBRASKA — APRIL 13-14, 1985

Platte Valley Coin Club Coin and Hobby Show. Ramada Inn. Elmer G.

Nelson, P. O. Box 683, Sutherland, Nebraska 69165.

STRATFORD, ONTARIO — APRIL 19-21, 1985

Ontario Numismatic Association Convention and Coin Show, Victorian Inn,

10 Romeo Street North. Stratford Coin Club, P. O. Box 262, Stratford,

Ontario, Canada N5A 2C9.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA — APRIL 25 -28, 1985

Central States Numsimatic Society Annual Convention and Coin Show.

Dick Grinolds, P. O. Box 18002, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55418.

LIVONIA, MICHIGAN — MAY 3-5, 1985

Detroit Rainbow Coin Show, Holiday Inn Livonia West, 1-275 and Six Mile

Road East. Ron Nelson, P. O. Box 22673, Cleveland, Ohio 44122. (216)

338-3181.
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APPLETON, WISCONSIN — MAY 25-26, 1985

Numismatists of Wisconsin 25th Annual Coin Show. Paper Valley Hotel,

333 West College Avenue. Robert Worachek, 229 East College Avenue,
Appleton, Wisconsin 54902.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA — JUNE 7-9, 1985

Indiana State Numismatic Association Annual Convention and Coin Show.
Indiana Convention Center, 100 South Capital Avenue. Jerry Lebo, P. O.
Box 44337, Indianapolis, Indiana 46204.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS — JULY 4-7, 1985

N.O.I.S.E. Coin Convention, Rosemont Exposition Center, 5600 North River

Road. Joseph Irmen, P. O. Box 424, Wood Dale, Illinois 60191. (312)

980-3200

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN — JULY 12-14, 1985

MidAmerica Coin Show. MECCA Convention Center, 6th and Kilbourn

Streets. Kevin Foley, P. O. Box 589, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201. (414)

282-2388.

CLEVELAND, OHIO — AUGUST 2-4, 1985

Northeast Ohio Coin Club Annual Coin Show. Marriott Airport Inn, West
150th Street and 1-70. Harry Jones, P. O. Box 30369, Cleveland, Ohio
44130. (216) 884-0701

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI — AUGUST 16-18, 1985

Missouri Numismatic Society 25th Annual Coin Festival. Marriott Airport

Motor Inn.

CINCINNATI, OHIO — SEPTEMBER 13-15, 1985

Greater Cincinnati Numismatic Exposition. Drawbridge Hotel and Conven-

tion Center, Fort Mitchell, Kentucky. Paul Padget, 2200 Victory Parkway -

Suite 501, Cincinnati, Ohio 45206. (513) 861-5506

WATERLOO, IOWA — SEPTEMBER 20-22, 1985

Iowa Numismatic Association Annual Convention and Coin Show. Con-

way Civic Center and Holiday Inn, 4th and Commercial Streets. Jim

Hamling, I. E. Tower, Suite 101, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN — SEPTEMBER 27-29, 1985

Milwaukee Numismatic Society 51st Annual Fall Coin Show. MECCA Con-

vention Center, 4th and Kilbourn Streets.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS — OCTOBER 25-27, 1985

National Numismatic Network Coin Show, location to be announced.

Patricia Kmak, 1423 West Fullerton Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60614. (312)

528-8800

SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI — NOVEMBER 14-17, 1985

National Silver Dollar Convention. Cervantes Convention Center and

Sharaton Hotel. NSDC, P. O. Box 142, Broken Arrow, Oklahoma 74013.

(918) 455-4985
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DEARBORN, MICHIGAN — NOVEMBER 29-30, DECEMBER 1, 1985

Michigan State Numismatic Society Annual Fall Convention and Coin
Show, Hyatt-Regency Hotel. Florence Schook, P. O. Box 2014, Livonia,

Michigan 48154.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS — DECEMBER 6-8, 1985

N.O.I.S.E. Coin Convention, Rosemont Exposition Center, 5600 North River

Road. Joseph Irmen, P. O. Box 424, Wood Dale, Illinois 60191. (312)

980-3200

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA — MARCH 21-23, 1986

Northwest Coin Club 52nd Annual Coin Show. Hyatt-Regency Minne-
apolis, 1300 Nicollet Mall. Ken Eikeland, P. O. Box 18053, Minneapolis,

Minnesota 5541 8. (816) 241-1152

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN — APRIL 26-28, 1986

MidAmerica Coin Show, MECCA Convention Center, 6th and Kilbourn.

Kevin Foley, P. O. Box 589, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201. (414) 282-2388

CINCINNATI, OHIO — SEPTEMEBER 12-14, 1986

Greater Cincinnati Numismatic Exposition. Drawbridge Hotel and Conven-
tion Center, Fort Mitchell, Kentucky. Paul Padget, 2200 Victory Parkway -

Suite 501, Cincinnati, Ohio 45206. (513) 861-5506

STRATFORD ONTARIO
APRIL 19-21, 1985
Ontario Numismatic Association

23rd ANNUAL

CONVENTION and

COIN SHOW
VtGTORIAN INN — 10 ROMEO ST. N.

Bourse Information and Reservations

STRATFORD COIN CLUB

P. O. Box 262, Stratford Ontario Canada N5A-6T1
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CENTRAL STATES

NUMISMATIC SOCIETY

46th Anniversary

CONVENTION
Auction by Mclntire Numismatic Auctions

APRIL 26-27-28, 1985

HYATT REGENCY MINNEAPOLIS

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

REPUBLIC AIRLINES — OFFICIAL CARRIER

Write for discount voucher and information.

DICK GRINOLDS, CHAIRMAN — (612) 331-8246

HOST: NORTHWEST COIN CLUB

BOX 18053, MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55418

PNG DAY APRIL 25th

1300 NICOLLET MALL
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OfliCwaukee GciCClng^

MILWAUKEE
NUMISMATIC SOCIETY

5 1 St ANNIVERSARY

COIN SHOW
SEPTEMBER 27-28-29, 1985

OUR GREATEST SHOW — 180 DEALERS

Free Admission Free Literature

Free Wooden Nickels

Exhibitors Invited Numismatic Programs

MECCA CONVENTION CENTER
WISCONSIN'S LARGEST CONVENTION CENTER

4th and KILBOURN AVENUE

The Milwaukee Numismatic Society’s 50th Annual Coin Show

last September was one of the largest and finest club spon-

sored shows in the north central United States in 1984.
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51st

ANNUAL

NORTHWEST
COIN SHOW

AAARCH 15, 16, 17, 1985

HYATT REGENCY HOTEL

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

100 (plus) DEALERS

U. S. and Foreign Coins

Currency, Exonumia

FOR INFORMATION, WRITE:

NORTHWEST COIN CLUB

BOX 18053

MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55418

— OR CALL —
KEN EIKELAND - DICK GRINOLDS

(816) 241-1152 (612) 331-8246

Nemismatic Travels

by Kevin Foley

The snow may be flying now, but it

won’t be too long before the members
of the Central States Numismatic
Society gather in Minneapolis for our

annual convention. The official conven-

tion hotel will be the Hyatt-Regency,

1300 Nicollet Mall. The Hyatt will be

offering rates of $68 single, $76 double.

The coin show portion of the conven-

tion will be held in the Hyatt’s exhibit

hall, so it won’t even be necessary to

venture outside.

Reservation cards for the Hyatt are

enclosed. Every year it seems that a
hard core of convention attendees fail

to make reservations until the last

minute. Why not help the convention

committee by reserving a room now
so they have a better estimate of anti-

cipated attendance? Pass the extra
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reservation card along to a friend and

encourage them to join us in Minne-

apolis.

Republic Airlines has been desig-

nated as the official airline of the con-

vention and they’ll be offering special

discounted fares to anyone attending

the Central States Convention in Min-

neapolis. As of our printing deadline,

literature on the specifics of the dis-

count aren’t available, so watch for

announcements in the numismatic
press. Coin World and Numismatic
News in particular.

Speaking of discounts, if you are 65

or older, you’ll want to know that

TWA recently introduced an unlimited

travel pass for senior citizens. It costs

$1,199 and is valid for a full year on
TWA’s extensive domestic route sys-

tems. With surcharges the pass can

also be upgraded for travel outside the

United States, although on a more
limited basis.

There are a few restrictions regard-

ing advance reservations and changes

of itinerary. In addition, the same city

can be vi.sited as final destination no

more than three times during the

year. One attractice feature is that a

companion under the age of 65 can
also buy a pass, but can travel only

with a specifically designated senior

citizen pass holder.

Only four west coast trips from Chi-

cago would more than recover the

initial outlay, so this is an attractive

offer indeed. Eastern and Ozark also

offer similar programs, although there

is a significant variation between the

different plans over such questions as

advance reservations and changes in

itinerary, so if you’d like to consider

a senior citizen travel pass I’d cer-

tainly recommend that you check the

details of all three before making a

purchase.

If you don’t mind waiting until the

last minute before making specific

vacation plans, Stand-Buys Ltd. has a

program that you might find very

appealing.

Stand-Buys acts as a clearing house

and purchases unsold places on tours.

It then resells them at a hefty dis-

count from the original price at which

they were offered. The only catch is

that you have to wait until shortly

before your departure for an unsold

tour spot to become available. If you

don’t mind the uncertainty of not

knowing whether you’ll be going to

Cancun or Jamaica until a week or so

before you leave, they certainly have

attractively priced tour offers.

A few recent examples are a three

night air only round trip from Detroit

to Las Vegas, marked down from $259

to $119; a round trip air only from
Detroit to Orlando, reduced from $259

to $149; a seven night tour from Chi-

cago to Jamaica, including round trip

air and hotel accommodations, marked
down from $629 to $439; and a seven

night tour from Chicago to Cancun,

Mexico, including i-ound trip air and
hotel accommodations, reduced from

$659 to $369.

Membership costs $45 per year and

is refundable within 90 days if you

haven’t actually been able to find a

trip you’d like to take through Stand-

Buys.

With 25,000 current members, the

organization appears to be well accept-

ed in the travel industry. For further

information, call (800) 621-5839, or

write Stand-Buys, P. O. Box 10300,

Chicago, IL 60610.

— Kevin Foley

WOULD YOU LIKE TO CONTRIBUTE AN ARTICLE TO THE CENTINEL ?

Contact the Editor: Kevin Foley

P. O. Box 589, Milwaukee, Wl 53201
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Legal Tender
by Bill Mross

Bill Mross, a practicing attorney in Racine, Wisconsin, will respond to numis-

matically related legal questions in each issue of The Centinel. This feature is

based on Wisconsin law, which may yield different results than would be appli-

cable in other jurisdictions. If you have a question you’d like to see answered
in the pages of the The Centinel, write to Bill Mross, Central States Numis-
matic Society, P. O. Box 589, Milwaukee, WI 53201.

1) Dear Legal Tender: My father

passed away not long ago and shortly

after his death one of the prominent

local coin club members stopped by to

offer condolences. It wasn’t too long

before he turned to the subject of

dad’s coin collection and what I in-

tended to do with it.

He warned me that the dealers

would be sure to pay a very low price

for it and that as a collector he’d be

able to offer far more than any dealer.

He was so persuasive that I accepted

his offer and the cash he insisted on

offering in payment.

A few weeks later a local dealer

called and introduced himself as the

source for most of dad’s purchases. He
said he’d like to buy the coins and told

me what he’d be willing to pay for

some of the better pieces. The more
he talked the sicker I felt. The prices

he told me he could pay were many
times what I’d actually received from

the prominent collector. The dealer

later visited the house with a list of

many of the items he’d sold dad and

based on what he told me it appeared

I received about 10 percent of the cur-

rent wholesale value from the person

who claimed that he’d pay far more
than any dealer.

I feel I’ve been defrauded. Do I have

any legal basis at all for a recovery?

— C. M.

Dear C. M. : I would suggest that

you go after this fellow. It appears, on

the face of it, that you have been

a victim of misrepresentation. This

comes in three varieties. (I am, of

course, citing Wisconsin law in re-

sponding to your inquiry.)

The first species is fraudulent mis-

representation. This involves: (a) A
misrepresentation of fact that was
made by the defendant, that was un-

true at the time made, and the de-

fendant knew that it was untrue, or

acted with reckless disregard as to its

truth or falsity, (b) The defendant

intended to deceive the plaintiff by

inducing the plaintiff to rely on the

statement, to his or her monetary

damage, (c) The plaintiff believed the

misrepresentation, relied upon it, and

incurred monetary damage.

You must prove your case by clear

and convincing evidence and can seek

punitive damages against the defen-

dant. Punitive damages are in excess

of the monetary loss that you incurred

and are intended to punish the defen-

dant for his or her misdeed in the

same way that a person would pay a

fine for a traffic or criminal violation,

except that you collect the money in-

stead of the government.

The second species of misrepresenta-

tion is one of strict responsibility. This

involves a misrepresentation on the

defendant’s personal knowledge, or

under circumstances in which the de-

fendant should have known of the

truth or falsity of the statement. The

defendant must additionally have an

economic interest in the transaction.

It is immaterial whether or not the

defendant intended to deceive you or

believed, in good faith, in the truth of

what he or she was saying, because

he or she is supposed to have a com-
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plete knowledge of the facts that are

spoken of, or be able to know them
without investigation.

The third and final species of mis-

representation is one of negligence.

This means that the defendant failed

to use ordinary care in making the

misrepresentation or learning the facts

upon which it v/as based. It also calls

for the defendant to either have a duty

to you, or to have voluntarily assumed
a duty to you. You cannot rely upon

something you know to be false. The
question arises as to whether you

could learn the falsity by your use of

ordinary care. In making this determi-

nation, the intelligence, experience,

and relationship between the parties

will be looked to.

It does not seem, on the face of it,

that this fellow either owed you any
duty or voluntarily assumed a duty of

care toward you. I therefore doubt

that you have any cause of action for

negligent misrepresentation. However,
I would suggest that you consult with

counsel toward the end of initiating a
lawsuit for fraudulant misrepresenta-

tion and strict responsibility misrepre-

sentation. You will be able to collect

punitive damages if you prevail upon
the former of these.

It seems that you can show that he

failed to tell you the true picture of

prices for the material. Given his posi-

tion and your position, he should have
known this to be inaccurate and meant
to get you to sell him the coins for a
bargain price to enrich himself at your

expense. You obviously relied upon
what he told you and have suffered

financial loss as a direct result. Per-

haps you could have investigated and
learned the true facts, but this might

have called for experience beyond that

which you possess. With respect to

strict responsibility, it would seem
that he knew that he was not quoting

you accurate buy prices, and he clear-

ly had an economic interest in the

matter. Good luck

!

2) Dear Legal Tender: I’m active in

coin club work and usually serve as a
security volunteer at our annual show.

At the last show I observed a suspi-

cious looking character at one of the

dealer’s tables and suspected him of

stealing a coin, although I didn’t actu-

ally see him take anything.

As he left the show I approached

him and attempted to detain and ques-

tion the man. One thing lead to an-

other and a shoving match ensued.

Finally the man was subdued and
confessed to having stolen a coin and
the specific coin was recovered and
identified by the victimized dealer.

While my suspicions proved correct

in this case, I’ve been wondering what
my liability might have been had the

suspect not actually taken anything.

Could there have been problems in

an incident such as this?

— Name and address withheld.

Dear Correspondent: I think you

could be on shaky ground here. I will

again take refuge in Wisconsin law in

answering your question.

A merchant is defined as a person

who deals in goods of a particular kind

or, in some other way by a line of

work, holds himself or herself out as

having a knowledge or skill peculiar to

the goods or ppractices involved in the

transaction, or to whom that knowl-

edge or skill may be attributed by the

hiring of an agent, broker, or other

intermediary who occupationally holds

himself or herself out as having that

knowledge or skill.

A merchant, or the adult employee

of a merchant, who has probable cause

(those facts and circumstances suffi-

cient to cause a reasonable man or

woman to believe that something is

amiss) for believing that someone has

shoplifted in his or her presence, may
detain that someone for a reasonable

length of time to deliver to a law
enforcement officer or parent.

The detained person must promptly
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be told the purpose of the detention

and allowed telephone calls. They may
not be interrogated or searched
against their will before the officer

arrives. Any merchant, or their adult

employee, who acts as above in good
faith is immune from civil or criminal

liability. A Wisconsin case holds that

there was no liability for a twenty-
minute detention without calling the

police.

I do see some problems here. In the

first instance, I wonder if you could be
considered to be a merchant, or the

adult employee of a merchant. Per-
haps we could broadly construe this to

say that you were constructively hired
by the dealers who paid their show fee,

a portion of which was so that they

could be adequately protected. You
were thus placed in the position of

being their security employee. You
will note that you need to have prob-

able cause herein. I am not sure that

you did, because you didn’t actually

see the fellow take anything.

I think that it would be for the best

for shows to hire law enforcement
officers as the linchpin of their secur-

ity. Club members would be in the

position of assisting the officers and
calling any suspicious activities to

their attention. In this manner you
would be in the position of having pro-

fessional assistance readily at hand.

’Till next time.

Bill Mross, Legal Tender

by Dominic Garetto J-361

1

Big show? Small show? Which pro-

vides the best atmosphere, and most
opportunities? Many Young Numisma-
tist are able to frequent their local

coin shows, and sometimes manage to

attend the major conventions, so I’m

sure I’m not the only one who runs

across this question.

In answering the question, I find that

both catergories have unique qualities

in some areas, and are lacking in some
others. At larger conventions you’ll

find exhibiting, and maybe even club

meetings or educational programs.
The smaller shows, however, provide

a friendly, relaxed atmosphere where
you can do business in a leisurely

manner and get to know the person on
the other side of the table. The trick

is finding a happy medium.

I had to look no further than the

site of the CSNS Interim Board Meet-
ing, the Illinois Numismatic Associa-

tion’s annual convention. With a little

generous help from Central States, I

was able to attend this year’s show,
held September 7-9 in the country’s big

town - small town (where else) Peoria,

Illinois.
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The ILLNA show is well known for

its blend of the big-time business and
the small-time atmosphere. With 120

dealers setting up in the bourse, there

certainly was a large inventory, and
taking a break from buying, selling or

visiting you could enjoy the numerous
exhibits.

Incidentally, YN’s who enjoyed ex-

hibiting were also recognized for their

efforts; Michael Brodsky took first

place in the Junior category, and Lisa

Lukanick won second. The small show
congeniality was also evident, as many
people stopped by tables to talk with

old friends, or make new ones, as was
the caae at the CSNS membership
table I managed for a while.

I was absolutely convinced of the

show’s quality of friendship and
camaraderie after being treated to

dinner by Dave Harper and Fred Borg-

mann of Krause Publications, and then

invited to an informal numismatic rap
session with LeRoy “Jim” Kaczor and
Sam Johnson, both ILLNA officers. I

spent most of the evening there, main-
ly listening to what these experienced

collectors had to say, and if I’m able

to make it next year this will be a
must on my scehdule.

Of course, the ILLNA show does not

compare with the likes of our Central

States convention, but for those of us

who like a little business and a little

relaxation, it offered the best of both

worlds.

I again want to offer any interested

YN’s an oppoprtunity to write a short

piece about your opinions of the hobby,

or any numismatic topic that would

be of interest to other collectors, and

send it to me — Route 1, Box 77A,

Winona, Minnesota 55957. We’d all like

to see it on the next YN Page

!

— Dominic Garetto

Vnt^itation , . .

Mclntire Numismatic Auctions, Inc. is the offocial auctioneer for the 1985
Central States Numismatic Society Convention Sale, to be held in conjunc-
tion with the Annual Central States Convention in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
April 25-28, 1985.

Our 1984 Central States Sale has been recognized throughout the industry

as one of the finest auction presentations of the recent past. At Mclntire

Numismatic Auctions our commitment is to quality — quality research, qual-

ity cataloging, quality results.

I’d like to invite each of you to participate as a consignor in our Minne-
apolis Central States Sale. You’ll be assured of prompt, courteous attention

and a research and cataloging effort designed to realize the highest possible
price for your numismatic treasures.

The deadline for consignments to what promises to be one of the strongest
sales of the year — the Central States Numismatic Society Sale — is draw-
ing near. We will be accepting consignments through February 25 and will

be attending the American Numismatic Assn. Convention in San Antonio,
Texas, February 20-24 to receive last minute material.

Why not give me a call today to discuss how Mclntire Numismatic Auctions
can best present your materia) to an eager numismatic buying community.

Robert T. Mclntire
Mclntire Numismatic Auctions. Inc.

27 Crestview Plaza
Jacksonville, Arkansas 72076
(501) 982-6150
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FUTURE CSNS CONVENTIONS
1985 — April 25-28 Minneapolis, Minnesota
Chairman ; Dick Grinolds, Box 18053, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55418

1986 — April 2-5 Kansas City, Missouri

Chairman: Ralph Hardman, Box 7411, Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66207

1987 — May 7-10 St. Louis, Missouri

1988 — Apirl 7-10 Indianapolis, Indiana

NOTE TO CLUB OFFICIALS

Interested in hosting a future CSNS Convention? It isn’t too early to begin

thinking of the future ! Submit your letter of invitation to the CSNS Secretary-

Treasurer at your earliest convenience. Your request will receive the prompt
attention of the Officers and Board of Governors.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATIONS
The persons named below have applied for membership in the Society. Each
applicant will become a member in 30 days, unless a written objection to his

or her application is received by the Secretary-Treasurer prior to that date.

REGULAR MEMBERSmP
4406 Dana Linett La Jolla, California

4407 Christy Parson Kansas City, Missouri

4408 Fred Price Saint Paul, Minnesota

4409 Walt Meyer

4410 Loretta Denton Kansas City, Missouri

4411 Geo. w: Clark Kansas City, Missouri

4412 Lois Keeler Kansas City, Missouri

4413 Andrew Reiz Overland Park, Kansas

4414 Theodore E. Molitor Roseville, Minnesota

4415 Salvatore Germano Union, New Jersey

4416 Chris McCauley Chandler, Oklahoma

4417 Edward Metzger Racine, Wisconsin

4418 John E. Almon Hicksville, New York

4419 Martin Katz Hicksville, New York

4420 John E. Webster Hicksville, New York

4421 Roger Munie Belleville, Illinois

4422 Michael DePew Hazelwood, Missouri

4423 Steven Whitfield Omaha, Nebraska

LIFE MEMBER APPLICANTS

352 Walt Johnson Overland Park, Kansas
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McINTIRE NUMISMATIC AUCTIONS urges:

PLAN NOW
FOR 1985. .

McINTIRE NUMISMATIC AUCTIONS IS PLEASED TO
ANNOUNCE THEIR 1985 AUCTION SCHEDULE:

APRIL 25-28, 1985 — Central States Numismatic Society (CSNS). In Minne-
apolis, Minn, in 1985, we are pleased to be able to present our second CSNS
Sale in conjunction with what most consider to be the second largest numis-
matic convention (behind the ANA) in the country. Last year in Milwaukee we
“made the market” in BU rolls when we sold the Great Midwestern Collec-
tion which contained 5348 BU rolls. They realized $1.3 million, which was in

excess of the Gray Sheet Bid at the time of the sale. Your collection can be
the “named” collection sold in Minneapolis. Contact us.

NOVEMBER 14-17, 1985 — National Silver Dollar Convention Sale. Again in

St. Louis, Missouri, the 1985 Sale promises to be the premier sale for silver

dollars, the most popular numismatic series. The bourse will have over 300
silver dollar dealer specialists and will be well attended. Sell into this strong
market. Contact us.

Mclntire Numismatic Auctions urges you to take note of the.se biockbuster sales. Just as
pui'chases are carefully contemplated so must be the disposition of your investments.
• We “shoot while the ducks are flying” — Our sales are held in conjunction with some
of the country’s greatest numismatic conventions, o We offer high quality, e.xpert cata-
loging with generous color and black and white photographs. W don’t try to do a sale a
month, just to do an auction. Our sales are carefully planned, and carefully cataloged to
yield the best return for our consignors. • We pioneered “discount” commissions in the
numismatic auction business in 1981. Today we still offer the most competitive rates in
the business. Our rates arc from 0-10% depending on quality and size of the consign-
ment. 0% on any single lot that realizes .'S5000.00 or more. (There is a 10% buyers fee.)
• All consignments are fully insured while in our possession. We are also bonded.

PLAN AHEAD: Contact us about selling into a strong market. Maximize your
profits. Mclntire Numismatic Auctions, P. O. Box 546, Jacksonville, Arkansas
72076. Phone: (501) 982-6150.

McINTIRE AUCTIONS OFFICIAL AUCTIONEERS: Central States Numismatic Society

1984, 1985, 1986; National Silver Dollar Convention 1984, 1985, 1986; Greater

Houston Coin Club 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985.

CONTACT US IF YOU WISH TO SELL BY AUCTION! For information on con-
signment contact one of our Auction Managers: Robert Mclntire in Arkansas
501/982-6150; Gary Burhop in Tennessee 901/345-4243; Al Johnbrier in

Maryland 301/262-3847.

McINTIRE
NUMI.SMATIC AlKmONS, INC.
27 Creslvirw Plaza • P.O. Box ,S46

Jarkxonvilic, Arkaniiaii 72076
Phnnr (501) 982-61.50

\tF.MHF.R

#

Mclntire Numiftmatic Auctions cm
P.O. 5«»

JarliMtnvillr, ArkanMift 72076

CHECK THE APPKOPKIU E RO\(|>lS)

EnrIoMMi )ou will find my ronikifinmpnl item-. I ihr hiKhc*!

potwibip price*.

O Plea*e »end me more information on conHiunmenU.

D Pleaae contact mr by phone to dtacuM ronatKltmenla.

D Encloaed ia my tT for a aulrM'ription to your neil caialof

Name - .

Addrea* __

City, State. Zip _

rhofke- (Day) _— (Ni^ihl)
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SELLING?
WE ARE

SERIOUS BUYERS
OF ALL U.S. COINS.

WILL TRAVEL

IF COLLECTION WARRANTS.

CALL:

Dale L. Williams, President

1 -800-221-6889

OR:

SHIP FOR OUR
IMMEDIATE CASH

OFFER

BOX 327 • ENGLEWOOD, OH 45322

IN OHIO CALL COLLECT 1-5 '13-854-5767
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Gutfcoast Coin
Brokers

Incorporated

Life Members

ANA. FUN

WE ARE ALWAYS BUYING

® All U.S. Coins

• All Foreign Coins

® Better Gold Jewelry

All Bullion Gold & Silver

Scrap Gold & Silver

Estates

WE BUY/SELL GOLD & SILVER
BULLION DAILY

Call us for the very latest quotes on all bullion,

NOW WITH TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

National Watts: 1-800-237-6300

900 FIFTH AVE. SOUTH

NAPLES, FL 33941

(813) 262-2800

Florida Watts: 1-800-282-1367

1678 COLONIAL BLVD.

FT. MYERS, FL 33907

(813) 936-5636

Facts Teletype: E-95, G-21

NUMISMATISTS

Brian Beardsley, Michael A. Joyce, Clayton Taylor, Andrew Pappacoda,

Clif Brackins, Steve Hart, Dave Goldsmith

GOLD JEWELRY

Betsy Liston, Sharon Coe
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ADVERTISING RATES
Beginning with the BINTER, 1983 Issue, rates will be as follows:

One Issue Two Issues Three Issues Four Issues

Eighth Page $ 8.00 $15.00 $ 22.00 $ 28.00

Quarter Page 12.00 22.00 32.00 41.00

Half Page 20.00 39.00 58.00 75.00

Full Page 40.00 75.00 110.00 140.00

Deadline for copy will be April 1, July 1, October 1, and January 1.

Illustrations and art work may be included in one-quarter page and larger ad.

Customers will be billed for actual cost of engravings.

Address communications concerning your needs in advertising to:

THE CENTINEL
P. O. BOX 589, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201

^ "Quality” United States, & World Coins since 1958

Carlton
Ngmismatics, Inc.

BEFORE BUYING INVESTMENT GRADE
COINS FROM ANY SOURCE, BE SURE TO
RECEIVE C.N.I.'s SPECIFIC PROPOSAL
FOR CONSTRUCTION OF YOUR RARE
COIN INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO.

Please complete and return the coupon below.

"CNTR^RrCoFN InVE?^^^ REQUEST
MAME _ . - DATE

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

AMOUMT OF PORTFOUO TELEPHONED ).

Carlton Numismatics, Imc
Bingham Center • Suite 1646 • 30700 Telegraph Road • Birmingham. Ml 480 1

0

Tel. (313) 646-8846
Life Members: A.N.A., C.N.A., M.S.N.S.

CENTINEL
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We Buy and Sell

Gold and Silver

U.S. Coins, Jewelry
Diamonds and

Antique Collectibles

Visit our
new store.

A COINS & collectibles
I'CfYld I rM 408 N. WAYNE, ANGOLA, IN 46703

219 -665-5055

MONDAY - FRIDAY - 12:00-9:00 “FOR ALL YOUR HOBBY NEEDS”
SATURDAY - 10:00 - 6:00

PHONE: 414-886-3393
VISIT

VIKING GOINS
WINONA COINS &

and CURRENCY
HOBBY CRAFTS
MISS ORLANE KITTLE

Member
113 EAST 3rd STREET

American Numismatic Association

COINS and
WINONA, MINNESOTA 55987

PAPER MONEY
BOUGHT — SOLD — TRADED Don’t forget to keep your

Appraisals valuable CSNS member-

Investment Services ship in force by sending

PHIL and CAROL BRESSETT
your $3.00 annual dues

to the Secretary-Treasurer.

1210 N. GREEN BAY ROAD Majorie Owen
RACINE, WISCONSIN P. O. Box 65336

53406 West Des Moines, lA 50265
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When in Hammond, Indiana, it’s

J&J COINS
for COINS, STAMPS, SUPPLIES,

and SAFES

For brochures on home safes,

please send self-addressed
stamped envelope.

7019 CALUMET AVENUE
HAMMOND, INDIANA 46320

CSNS 1715 ANA 55193

I AM BUYING . .

.

Ancient Roman, Greek and

Parthian; Anglo-Saxon and

early English; Medieval and

early Modern coins.

Let me hear from you !

C. H. WOLFE
ANA - ANS - FRNS - CSNS

PNG - S.C.P.N.

P. O. BOX 222

LAKESIDE, OHIO 43440

E&E COINS
BUY SELL TRADE

U. S. COINS
Specializing in Type Coins

and Silver Dollars

See you at Midwest Area Shows
Life Member:

ANA No. 1502 CSNS No. 139
MSNS No. 53

P. O. BOX 2363

DEARBORN, MICHIGAN 48123

COINS
ACROSS THE COUNTER

ORTHROUGH
THE MAIL

BULK LOTS AND INVESTMENT
LOTS AVAILABLE — ALL
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

WE ARE ALSO READY TO BUY

We will appreciate hearing from you.

Write, cail or stop by.

NORM’S

COIN SHOP
NORMAN and LAVERNE JUNKINS

320 BROADWAY — DEPT. TC

MT. VERNON, ILLINOIS 62864

PHONE: 618-242-0725

A.N.A. C.S.N.S.

Bob’s Coins and Stamps
specializing in

• United States Coins • Estate Appraisals
» Investment Portfolios • Gold and Silver Bullion

Send Us Your Want List

BOB KOROSEC
8307 West Becher Street

West Allis, Wisconsin 53219

(414) 541-8650
LM-1033

MEMBER: ANA - ANS - CNA - SPMC - TAMS - CWTS - CSNS - NOW - INS -

^1?
Parbopatax^^eater

h-72

SIN - PNG
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R. A. GLASCOCK & CO.
Supplies & Books For
Coin Dealers
Our latest Catalogue is now available
• A complete selection of numismatic

supplies
• One ot the most complete inventories ol

numismatic literature

• Better-than-competitive wholesale prices

With R A. Glascock & Co
,
you receive

immediate service Your order gets out the

same day it's received

Order your catalogue today Just send
SI 00‘ for shipping and handling to:

R A Glascock & Co , P O Box 1 8888.

San Antonio. Texas 78218

li Pronto Service!

R.A. Glascock&Co.
SUPPLIERS TO COIN DEALERS

(512) 655-2498

R.A Glaaack'iCi)

Coin Dealer Supplies &
1983-84 Catalog

'This SI 00 charge will be
credited back on your first order

of S50 00 or more

BUYING
— Civil War Tokens

— Merchant Tokens
(any state)

— Transportation Tokens

— All Pre-1940 Exonumia

— Accumulations and
Dealer Stocks

— Write for prices or ship

for my offer.

— Over 20 years in

numismatics.

DICK GRINOLDS
BOX 18002

MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55418

LOU IRWIN 216/295-1755

SHAKER COIN

and STAMP

SHOP, Inc.

COINS and STAMPS

Bought, Sold, Appraised

2101 RICHMOND ROAD

BEACHWOOD, OHIO 44124

PHONE: 216/464-4866
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BRUCE KUTCHER INC.
BOX 922 (617) 581-0631 BOSTON, MA 02103

— WANTED —
1942 AND EARLIER ALL PRE-1807 SILVER
PROOF SETS AND GOLD
ALL PROOF AND BU TYPE ALL PATTERN COINAGE

ALL COMMEMORATIVES
FAIR PRICES ALWAYS PAID Life Member; CSNS, ANA, etc.

'W9 XXX

1 NSDR
1 ANS CSNA
1 ANA NASC
1 ONA RCDA
1 TNA NACPMD
1 CNA GNA
1 FUN ISNA

) LTS OMPA A
t CSNS GSNA L

OKLAHOMA FEDERATED GOLD
AND NUMISMATICS, INC.

SPECIALIZING IN:

• Gem Quality Silver Dollars • Dollar Rolls • Dollar Bags

• Gem Commemoratives • Other Gem Numismatic Material

• National Silver Dollar Convention Hosts

ESTATE APPRAISALS
INVESTMENT COUNSELING
KRUGERRANDS - ENGLEHARD • 90% SILVER

JOHN W. HIGHFILL
President & Founder

Life Member #2655 FACTS G-53

5801 E.41stSt., Suite 101
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74135
7027 S. Memorial
918-663-4821 (Office)

916-252-1563 (Store)

91 6-665-3033 (Quote Line)

600-331 -601 4 (Toll Free)

Tors WHALE
OF A GOOD JOB
M&D Printing Co.. Inc.

616 Second Street

Henry, III. 61 S37

ask for

MOBY OR DICK FINFGELD
Phonet 309/364-2S34

PAYING TOP PRICES FOR: U. S.

Silver Coins pre-1964; U. S. Clad
Half Dollars 1965- 1969; Canada
Silver pre-1966; War Nickels 1942-
1945; Silver Dollars before 1935;
All rare U. S. and Foreign; Frank-
lin Mint Material.

Call or Write Serious Inquiries

for BUY and SELL Quotes

DONALD E. BRIGANDI CO. INC.

60 WEST 44th STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10036

(212) 869-5350

WALT ALCOTT
WESTERN DOCUMENTS FOR SALE

Welts Fargo, Old California and Western Checks,

Stocks, Bonds and Ephemera

BUYING TOO ! SEND YOUR WANT LIST I

P. O. BOX 3037, QUARTZ HILL, CA 93534
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MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN— APRIL 12-13-14, 1985

SOUTH SHORE COIN CLUB 22nd ANNUAL COIN SHOW
MECCA Convention Center, 4th and Kilbourne Avenue

150 DEALERS
BOURSE: JOHN WILSON

P. O. BOX 27185, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53227

(414) 545-8636

NORMAN W.

PULLEN.nc
FREE

A COPY OF OUR QUARTERLY PRICE

LIST OF INVENTORY SELECTIONS

Quality coins at reasonable prices irom a PNG dealer.

P. 0. BOX 10600 — PORTLAND, MAINE 04104

PHONE 207-775-6766

BUYING UNITED STATES PAPER MONEY
need to buy for customer want lists and will pay top prices for National

Bank Notes, Large Size Type Notes, Fractional Currency

and scarce Small Size Notes.

Ship your material with confidence for my generous offer.

KEVIN FOLEY — P. O. BOX 589 — MILWAUKEE, Wl 53201

(414) 282-2388

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

EAGLE'S NEST COIN GALLERY
• NUMISMATIC LITERATURE • AUCTION CATALOGS

• ANA MATERIAL • INVESTMENT COINS

Formerly owned by David Sklow. Now owned by John Acs and Jim Locross.

HIGH QUALITY — FAST SERVICE — SEND FOR LIST

P. O. BOX 552 — BRIGHTON, Ml 48116 — (313) 229-5542

ANA - ANS - CSNS - MSNS - EAC - CSNA - TAMS - NASC - SBCCC

^xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl^
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NOTICE TO CSNS MEMBERS
At the interim meeting of the Board of Governors, held at Peoria,

Illinois in conjunction with the Annual Convention of the Illinois

Numismatic Association, two scholarships were approved for

interested young numismatists to attend the American Numismatic

Association's Summer Seminar in Colorado Springs, Colorado. The

week long program will be held in mid July on the campus of

Colorado College and at American Numismatic Association head-

quarters. Courses will be offered in several general and specialized

areas of numismatics. For specific details of course offerings con-

tact the Summer Seminar administrator, Judy Stebenne, 818 North

Cascade, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901.

Two scholarships will be awarded to young numismatists less than

18 years of age at the time of the Summer Seminar. Applications

should be sent to:

Florence Schook

P. O. Box 2014

Livonia, Michigan 48154

Applications should outline activities and accomplishments in numis-

matics sufficient to demonstrate to the selection committee a

serious interest in numismatics consistent with the applicant's age

and previous opportunities.

Application deadline has been moved

forward to March 15, 1985

ATTENTION LOCAL CLUBS!
Would you like to be the first local club to win the newly established

award for the club with the highest percentage of Central States

Numismatic Society membership? Send the Secretary a list of your

members who belong to CSNS as of December 31, 1984 along with

the total number of members in your club.

The winner will be announced at the

Minneapolis Awards Banquet
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HOW MANY NEW MEMBERS HAVE YOU SIGNED UP

FOR CSNS SO FAR THIS YEAR ?

NOW . . .

IN ONE CONVENIENT REFERENCE!

COUNTERFEIT
DETECTION

/I Reprint from THE NUMISMATIST
1977-1982

150 pages of

valuable information

in a handy 6' x 9”

softcover volume.

Address order /myohle to

ANACS REPRINT
818 N. Cascade Avenue

Colorado Springs, CO 80903

1
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Experienced!

L

ITEM;
Numismatic News convinces the GSA to

properly grade Carson City dollars sold from
the government’s hoard (scratched, nicked

and tarnished specimens were to be sold as

uncirculated!)

ITEM:
Numismatic News helps reverse the Treasury’s

decision to omit silver from the Ike dollar (we

now enjoy 40% silver Ikes!)

ITEM:
Numismatic News successfully lobbies against

middle-man profits in the Olympic coin

programs.
•k it it

Been an the block for 32 years. Saw some
questionable hobby programs come down from
Washington in that time. Got involved with all of them.
Knew from experience what to do — how to go about
changing minds and policies.

Victories for the hobby were sweet. There are more to

come. Stick with us. Support us. Now more than ever,

we’re ready to serve your interests.

numismatic ngaAfg
tola, Wl 54990 :rkrause

publications Home Of Superior Hobby Periodicals And Books
--- - -



Kurt R. Krueger
IS BUYING
Collections,

Estates,

Hoards,
& Singles

of

United States Coins,
Foreign Coins &

Currency,
National Currency,

Type Notes,
Tokens, Medals
and Oddments.

“You can capitalize on my diversifled knowledge of numismatics. 1 am in constant need of material
to supply the demand of my large clientele. 1 am willing to travel anywhere to view your holdings,
if warranted. Whether you have a single item or a six-figure collection, 1 would appreciate the
opportunity to discuss a confidential transaction with you.”

WHY CONTACT ME?
Get Top Dollar For Your Material and
Get A Piece of the Kurt R. Krueger PIE.

PROFESSIONALISM — INTEGRITY — EXPERIENCE

PROFESSIONALISM: Kurt R. Krueger Is a full-time highly professional numismatist; well known for his

high ethical standards in his field. Kurt is a member of the Professional Numismatist Guild As a member
of the PNG, Kurt is required to subscribe to a rigid code of ethics and pass the strict financial

requirements. As a Life Member of the American Numismatic Association, Kurt takes an active interest in

the organization. He is currently the youngest member on the Board of Governors.

INTEGRITY: Because of Kurt's firm adherence to a rigid code of business ethics and moral values, you
receive an honest evaluation and a fair price for your holdings. Kurt will not merely “cherry-plck”your
collection... he wilt purchase your material Intact... lock, stock and barrel.

EXPERIENCE: In 19$6, Kurt was a budding numismatist. His intense desire for knowledge for the past X$
years has given Kurt a keen insight into United States numismatics. As an authority on foreign coin and
currency markets, Kurt is a contributing editor to several ma|or world numismatic catalogues.

Attending coin conventions and auctions, Kurt is constantly meeting with his numismatic clientele. This
encounter with people In all parts of the United States gives him a perception of the market which few
en|oy.

There you have it!! PROFESSIONAUSM, INTEGRITY and EXPERIENCE! The three essential ingredients of
a highly respected numismatist. Over the years, as you built and en|oyed your collection, you put forth
much Hme and effort, along with a substantial Investment. Now, as you consider the sale of your
holdings, your wisest investment could very well be a telephone call or a letter to Kurt R. Krueger... a
name synonymous with numismatics!

^or 'Discrlmirutiy

IfrO N. Washington Street
lola, Wisconsin S494S

C7I5) 44S-384S


